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Abstract 

 

Quantification of Divergence in Real and Apparent Monte Carlo 

Variances near Reflective Boundaries 

 

Evan Anthony Harms, M.S.E. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2016 

 

Supervisor:  Erich Schneider 

 

Monte Carlo methods, used to model nuclear systems, have been observed to 

underpredict the statistical variances in calculated results, a phenomenon which is magnified 

when tallied near reflecting boundaries. This underprediction is due to the fact that the 

histories used to calculate Monte Carlo results are often correlated to each other, negating the 

underlying assumption in the apparent variance calculation and introducing a bias. The real 

variance can be calculated using various statistical methods, and the difference between real 

and apparent variance quantifies the magnitude of the underprediction of variance. 

Although methods exist to calculate the real variance in Monte Carlo results, the 

physical drivers of the under-prediction phenomenon are still poorly understood. This work 

presents a study of the behavior of Monte Carlo variances near reflecting boundaries as a 

function of the fundamental physical parameters of the system. Using one-speed nuclear data 

with a one-dimensional slab model, the ratio of real to apparent variance is calculated for a 

wide range of slab thicknesses and cross sections. A nonlinear regression is then applied to 

these ratios to generate a fitting function that quantifies their relationship to the fundamental 
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parameters. Analyzing this fitting function suggests that the variance underestimation can be 

expressed as a function of the slab thickness in mean free paths and the absorption probability 

per interaction. These results indicate that the behavior of variances near reflecting boundaries 

may be dependent on the number of boundary crossings a particle undergoes before 

interacting. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Monte Carlo methods are used to analyze complex systems and stochastically 

determine their response to a given set of inputs. Monte Carlo methods can accurately simulate 

the behavior of systems such as neutron transport in nuclear reactors, so long as that system 

is represented using accurate physical, material, and nuclear parameters. A Monte Carlo 

calculation does not solve the transport equation explicitly. Instead, a series of particle histories 

is run, tracking the behavior of each particle from its generation until its removal from the 

system. Each interaction is evaluated using probability distributions, and the combination of 

events from all particles’ life cycles work together to build a picture of the system’s overall 

behavior. Since each history is evaluated probabilistically, an inherent statistical uncertainty is 

present in the analysis results. 

Much work has been done, and continues to be done, to characterize and develop 

methods to minimize these statistical uncertainties, in order to improve the fidelity of Monte 

Carlo calculations of nuclear systems. Recent studies (1) (2) (3) have identified a discrepancy 

between the apparent variance calculated by Monte Carlo methods and the actual variance, a 

discrepancy which is magnified when data is collected near reflecting boundaries. Reflecting 

boundaries are common in Monte Carlo nuclear models, leveraging symmetries in nuclear 

systems to decrease the size and computational footprint of the model. 

The work presented herein seeks to explore this behavior of Monte Carlo variances 

by analyzing the difference between real and apparent variances for cases with reflective 

boundary conditions. This work seeks to evaluate the variance behavior in greater detail, 

investigating the change in the variance with respect to various fundamental physical inputs. 

The data generated from this investigation will be used to develop guidelines, including a 

functional model, to establish conditions where Monte Carlo analyses would be expected to 
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underestimate the variance in a calculation. This model should help inform future studies into 

the behavior of Monte Carlo variances, and illuminate configurations where Monte Carlo 

analyses may under-predict results’ variances. 

While much progress in exploring the behavior of Monte Carlo variances has been 

made, this is still an active area of research. The variance discrepancy has been identified in 

multiple Monte Carlo codes, and is believed to be fundamentally caused by a breakdown in 

the assumptions that underlie the calculation of Monte Carlo variances, especially near 

reflecting boundaries. Namely, Monte Carlo methods assume that, when calculating apparent 

variance, each particle history is independent from the others. However, in Monte Carlo 

iterated-fission-source calculations, the histories are correlated by virtue of the source sites for 

one generation being the fission sites from the prior generation, reducing the level of 

independence of the histories. 

Several methods have been developed to calculate the actual Monte Carlo variance, 

including autoregression analysis (1), discrete phase space analysis (3), and the use of multiple 

fission generations per tally batch (4). While these methods are effective at characterizing the 

variance discrepancy, a detailed analysis of the influence of various physical parameters on the 

discrepancy between real and apparent variances near reflecting boundaries has not yet been 

performed. This work provides such an analysis. A simple (one-dimensional, one-speed) 

Monte Carlo model was used to calculate apparent and real variances for a range of inputs, 

and a nonlinear regression analysis was applied to the data to determine a fitting function 

relating the input parameters and the ratio of variances. 

The development of a multi-variate nonlinear regression is expected to provide 

insights into possible physical drivers for the increase in variance underestimation near 

reflecting boundaries. Assessing the behavior of the real and apparent variances as a function 

of various physical input parameters (such as the thickness of the model and various 
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interaction rates) should reveal any dependencies of the variance ratio on these inputs. To 

facilitate the investigation of this relationship, a one-dimensional Monte Carlo model was 

developed, and analyzed using one-speed cross sections, to allow control over the input 

parameters. To isolate the effects of these physical parameters, non-dimensionalization was 

applied. This represents a novel approach to investigating the variance underestimation in 

Monte Carlo near reflecting boundaries. This approach is expected to offer greater insight into 

the reasons this underestimation is magnified near reflecting boundaries and will provide 

greater insight towards developing a means of properly characterizing the behavior of 

variances in this important regime. 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the existing literature, including prior investigations 

into Monte Carlo variance behaviors, methods for calculating variances in Monte Carlo 

simulations, and different methods for analyzing systems where the fundamental behavior is 

not characterized. Chapter 3 describes the analysis methods used in this study, including the 

Monte Carlo models used and the method used to generate the nonlinear regression. Chapter 4 

presents the results of the data analysis. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

Because Monte Carlo methods are probabilistic in nature, much work has been done 

to explore and calculate Monte Carlo variances. However, the divergence of real and apparent 

variances near reflective boundaries is still being actively explored. Therefore, this 

phenomenon is still somewhat of a “black box,” and has not yet been fully quantified. This 

chapter will review some representative existing studies of Monte Carlo variances, including 

recent studies into real-variance behavior. In addition, various methods for quantifying “black 

box” phenomena will be explored.  

2.1 INVESTIGATIONS INTO MONTE CARLO VARIANCE BEHAVIOR 

First, the fundamental definitions of the variances used in Monte Carlo studies must 

be explored. Solving reactor problems using Monte Carlo methods involves simulating the 

stochastic behavior of large numbers of neutrons in order to build a picture of the average 

system behavior. Because Monte Carlo relies on probabilistic analysis, the results are subject 

to inherent statistical errors (5). 

2.1.1 Types of Variance in Monte Carlo 

Statistical errors are expressed in terms of variance. Each sample (or history) in the 

Monte Carlo calculation has a variance, and one of the fundamental assumptions of Monte 

Carlo is that the sample variances are unbiased. Statistically, unbiased variances occur when 

there is no correlation between samples (6). When this is true, the overall problem variance 

can be expressed as the expected value of the sample variance. This is known as the apparent 

variance, which is typically calculated per Equation (2.1): 
 

𝜎𝐴
2 =

1

𝑀
∑

1

𝑁(𝑁 − 1)
∑(𝑘𝑗
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 (2.1) 
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Where: 

𝑀 = The number of independently replicated Monte Carlo runs 

𝑁 = The number of generations (groups of histories) per Monte Carlo run 

𝑘𝑗
𝑖 = The eigenvalue for the j’th generation of the i’th run 

This equation is written for the variance in eigenvalue, but a similar approach applies to tally 

variances (7). 

However, Monte Carlo evaluations of reactor systems use an iterative process of 

successive fission generations, where a generation is a collection of histories that determines 

the source of each history from a predefined distribution or from production sites in a prior 

generation. Since each generation determines fission source sites for the following generation, 

a correlation bias is introduced to the results. Thus, it is important to also consider the real 

variance in a Monte Carlo calculation, which is the variance of the sample mean. The real 

variance is typically calculated per Equation (2.2): 
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1
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2
𝑀
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 (2.2) 

Where 𝑀, 𝑁, and 𝑘𝑗
𝑖 are as defined for Equation (2.1), above (7). 

In most Monte Carlo analyses, both apparent and real variances vary proportionally to 

the inverse of the number of histories per generation, 1 𝑁⁄ , as the number of histories tracked 

becomes large (7). 

The biasing of the variance is frequently a concern when attempting to calculate the 

k-eigenvalue of a reactor problem (8). Due to the aforementioned 1 𝑁⁄  relationship, Monte 

Carlo calculations tend to be computationally expensive when evaluating sufficient histories 

to reduce the uncertainty on k-eigenvalue (and other global values) to acceptable levels. Local 

tally results exhibit similar behavior (9). Since the variance is dependent on the number of 
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interactions per region (5), achieving acceptable variance on local tally results requires 

additional histories to maintain 1 𝑁⁄  behavior for the smaller region. 

2.1.2 Observed Variances near Reflecting Boundaries 

The above discussion focused on a general characterization of Monte Carlo variances. 

However, recent investigations (1) have shown that, under certain conditions, the real variance 

may significantly outweigh the apparent variance. Specifically, real variances deviated 

significantly from apparent variances for a one-dimensional, homogeneous 10-cm thick slab 

geometry with one-speed cross sections (Σt = 1.0 cm-1, Σs = 0.6 cm-1, Σf = 0.2 cm-1, 

Σa = 0.4 cm-1, ν = 2.4) when performing a k-eigenvalue calculation and tallying absorption 

rates at mesh cells across the slab (1). This behavior has been observed in the MCNP, MC21 

(2), and OpenMC (10) Monte Carlo codes, suggesting that the variance behavior is driven by 

a fundamental characteristic of Monte Carlo calculations. The MCNP and MC21 assessments 

used the slab geometry described above (2). The OpenMC work showed that the 

underestimation effect was also observed when modeling a commercial PWR benchmark (10), 

further suggesting that the behavior is inherent to Monte Carlo. 

One observed correlation was that the deviation of real and apparent variances seemed 

related to the size of the tally mesh cell. By increasing the number of mesh cells (and thus 

making each cell a smaller fraction of the slab and smaller in terms of mean free paths), the 

underestimation of variance decreased. A spatial dependence was also observed, with the mesh 

cells nearest the reflective boundaries experiencing the greatest underestimation (1). 

Two mathematical approaches have been applied that can predict the real variance: an 

autoregression approach (1) and a discretized phase-space approach (2). Both approaches have 

thus far only been applied to the one-dimensional, one-speed slab problem described above, 

but both have shown similar ability to predict the real variance for this problem. From this 
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work, the underprediction of variance appears to be due to an increase in the generation-to-

generation correlation bias due to interactions with reflective boundary conditions, and the 

under-prediction is more pronounced at points where multiple reflective boundaries converge 

(e.g. corners of partial-core models with reflective symmetry) (2). 

The current work seeks to build on these prior investigations into the phenomenon of 

variance under-prediction in Monte Carlo calculations and establish a physical relationship 

between the behavior and the fundamental inputs to a Monte Carlo simulation. Before doing 

so, however, it will be instructive to review some of the methods by which Monte Carlo 

variances are currently evaluated.  

2.2 METHODS FOR CALCULATING MONTE CARLO VARIANCES 

The fundamental assumption of inter-generational independence in Monte Carlo 

calculations, as discussed in Section 2.1.1, does not always hold. Therefore, several 

mathematical methods have been developed to express the difference between real and 

apparent variances for nuclear analyses. These methods are mathematically sound, but may 

not include all of the physics related to the Monte Carlo model. 

Several methods for estimating real Monte Carlo variances involve modifying the way 

in which histories and generations are combined to better estimate the real uncertainty. Many 

modern Monte Carlo codes use batch-based processing, where a batch is composed of one or 

more fission generations and each generation is composed of multiple neutron histories. It is 

important to note here that a batch and a generation are not necessarily the same thing. As 

noted above, a generation is a series of histories drawing from related sources. A batch, then, 

is the point after one or more generations where tally data is collected and statistics calculated. 

In most Monte Carlo codes, each batch contains one generation, and thus each batch’s 

neutron source sites are based on the prior batch’s fission death sites (or other neutron-
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production sites), which is one of the key causes for inter-batch correlation. One such method 

for reducing inter-batch correlation is the non-overlapping batch mean method. In the non-

overlapping batch mean approach (which is used by most MC21 calculations), the total 

number of neutron histories (or cycles) to be analyzed is split evenly among a series of batches 

(with one generation per batch), and the variance is calculated from the batch-based sample 

means and their deviations from the overall mean. This method can be thought of as a “brute-

force” method, whereby batches are sufficiently large as to reduce correlation (11). 

Another method for estimating the real variance in Monte Carlo is known as the 

history-based batch method. The history-based batch method addresses inter-batch 

correlation (with one generation per batch) by performing multiple independent Monte Carlo 

calculations using different random-number seeds, which results in each calculation having a 

different initial fission source site distribution (and thus an independent distribution 

throughout the simulation). The results of the batch calculation from each Monte Carlo run 

are then combined mathematically to determine the final batch variance (11), (12). A similar 

method is employed in MC21. MC21 has the capability to track multiple fission generations 

per batch, and when sufficient fission generations are tracked per batch, the source sites at the 

end of the batch are effectively decoupled from the source sites at the beginning of the batch 

(4). This minimizes the inter-batch correlation in the data, because the history source sites are 

calculated for each generation while the tally results are calculated for each batch. 

Inter-generational covariances can also be used to quantify the magnitude of the real-

to-apparent variance bias. Estimating the covariance permits estimation of the real variance in 

a Monte Carlo simulation, especially for problems with large dominance ratios (such as typical 

LWR models). This approach also does not require optimizing the number of histories per 

batch (13). 
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Coarse-mesh finite difference (CMFD) convergence acceleration methods have also 

demonstrated the potential to improve the ability of Monte Carlo to estimate real variance. 

CMFD involves solving the diffusion equation associated with the model using a coarse 

computational mesh, with coefficients of the diffusion equation generated by a prior Monte 

Carlo generation. The resulting flux distribution is used as the fission source guess for the 

Monte Carlo calculation, resulting in an acceleration of the convergence in the Monte Carlo 

results. Although this acceleration was the primary reason CMFD was developed, the method 

has the additional benefit of decoupling each Monte Carlo generation from the previous 

generation by providing a new source guess for each generation, eliminating the inter-cycle 

correlation. Alternately, CMFD can be used to adjust the weight of fission source sites for 

each generation, weakening the inter-generational correlation. Since CMFD does not provide 

an exact calculation of the actual fission distribution, the latter approach is preferred (e.g. 

weighting the initial fission source sites before allowing Monte Carlo to calculate the fission 

distribution). Applying CMFD brings the real and apparent standard deviations closer to 

agreement for a typical high-dominance-ratio problem (14). 

A final mathematical method for evaluating real and apparent local variances in Monte 

Carlo involves the use of a discretized phase-space mesh overlaid onto a model. This method 

was one of the first developed to attempt to calculate real variances, and mathematically 

implements variance-covariance matrices (derived from the Monte Carlo tally results for a 

phase-space mesh) to calculate the real variance for local tallies (15). The discretized phase-

space method has demonstrated an ability to calculate real variances near reflecting boundaries 

with reasonable accuracy for a simple one-dimensional, one-speed problem (3). 

All of the methods outlined for calculating Monte Carlo uncertainties acknowledge 

that the basic assumptions of Monte Carlo result in under-prediction of the real variance on 

results. Many of these methods have been developed to bring real and apparent variances 
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closer to agreement, and some have demonstrated an ability to calculate real variances. 

However, recent studies (1), (3) have shown that the underprediction of real Monte Carlo 

variances increases when dealing with a reflected system. While mathematical formulations 

have been presented that can determine the relative variance under-prediction, these 

formulations have not fully explored the range of physical causal factors for the increased 

underestimation. This work will seek to do so empirically, by treating a simple variance-

generating Monte Carlo model as a “black box,” varying inputs to the system and observing 

the resulting variance under-prediction to develop a correlation. 

2.3 TECHNIQUES FOR BLACK-BOX QUANTIFICATION 

In order to more fully explore and quantify the cause of the deviation between real 

and apparent variances in certain Monte Carlo calculations, it is necessary to employ a method 

for evaluating the system by controlling the inputs, without knowing the functional 

relationship between inputs and outputs. Several of these “black-box” techniques exist, 

including dimensional analysis, stochastic collocation, decision tables/trees, equivalence 

partitioning/boundary value analysis, and entropy analysis. Each of these techniques is 

explored below. 

2.3.1 Dimensional Analysis Method 

Dimensional analysis (DA) is a method whereby “any equation modeling a physical 

problem can be rearranged and simplified using a set of dimensionless variables so that the 

number of variables originally used to describe the problem can be reduced by the number of 

independent fundamental physical quantities used in the original equation” (16). That is to say, 

DA can be used to simplify the expression of a complex physical phenomenon by removing 

dimensionality, reducing the number of variables that must be explored and potentially 

simplifying the mathematical relationships between the system inputs (variables) and outputs 
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(behaviors), at the cost of reducing the independence of the inputs. DA can be distilled to 

three basic steps: (1) make a list of relevant physical quantities that define a system, (2) convert 

these dimensional quantities into dimensionless numbers, and (3) find a physically sound 

relationship tying these dimensionless numbers together (17). The first two steps are key to 

DA, and the third can be achieved in many different ways, such as by applying a regression 

analysis to empirical results. 

DA is formalized by implementing the Buckingham-pi theorem, which states that “any 

physically meaningful equation involving n variables expressible in terms of k independent 

fundamental quantities can be rearranged into an equivalent equation involving p = n – k 

dimensionless variables (or numbers, or ratios), which are derived as products of powers of 

the original variables” (16). This is essentially a mathematical restatement of the general 

definition of DA, but by establishing this mathematical foundation, the Buckingham-pi 

theorem provides a method of developing an equation to relate the system’s inputs and 

outputs. This theorem depends on several assumptions, however (16): 

 The equation must be physically meaningful and dimensionally homogeneous 

 The dimensional variables used to describe the phenomenon must be independent and 

must represent a complete set (all the variables relevant to the observed phenomenon 

must be included in the equation). This includes dimensional constants. 

 Each dimensional variable has a “dimension” that is expressed as a product of powers 

of fundamental physical quantities. 

 All the fundamental quantities used in the starting dimensional variables must be 

quantitative and linear. 

 The values of the dimensional variables in the original problem must be positive. 

The key to DA is selecting the dimensionless variables. Once the complete set of dimensional 

parameters is defined, it is possible to develop ratios or products of dimensional variables that 
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allows for the construction of a dimensionless model. This illustrates the restrictions that the 

units of the physical system impose on the solution equations (18). 

With the dimensionless parameters known, the system can be empirically analyzed by 

providing a range of inputs to the system, monitoring the expected outputs, and plotting 

correlations. These correlations can then be regressed into an equation relating the 

dimensionless parameters to each other using constants and exponents. 

2.3.2 Stochastic Collocation Method 

Another tool for evaluating “black-box” systems is stochastic collocation (SC). An 

alternative to DA, SC provides a means of quantifying the mapping between a set of inputs 

and outputs in a physical system. What distinguishes SC is that, as the name implies, it is well 

suited for physical systems in which the inputs and outputs should obey a statistical 

distribution. SC then enables the “estimat[ion] of the probability law of [an] output in an 

accurate, but computationally efficient, manner” (19). 

The goal of SC is to approximate an output for a function with an unknown functional 

form by computing the result of the function empirically at a finite number of sample points 

(collocation points), then interpolating over the possible input domain. SC evaluations are 

performed in three steps: (1) Select a series of collocation points from the possible input 

domain, (2) calculate or empirically evaluate the solution of the physical problem at each 

collocation point, and (3) establish interpolating polynomials based on the results. This is 

similar to DA, but has some key differences. The collocation points are based on a Gaussian 

input distribution, and can be determined using many methods, including an input grid, a 

sparse grid, an anisotropic sparse grid, or a multi-element probabilistic collocation method 

(19). Another alternative is to use a Monte Carlo method to select inputs (20), essentially 

randomly selecting inputs from across the domain to converge on a representative function. 
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SC is well suited for systems where the inputs are stochastically distributed. When 

following the formal process outlined above, the collocation points can be selected along a 

tensor grid within the space of the input distributions. The input grid approach allows for 

various techniques to be applied that can reduce the number of inputs needed to scope the 

problem space, such as the application of Smolyak’s algorithm to generate a sparse grid, which 

can significantly reduce the number of discrete inputs needed (20). Once representative inputs 

(collocation points) have been selected, the problem is evaluated using various methods, as 

with DA. For example, at each point, interpolated polynomial approximations can be 

generated to develop a solution. 

2.3.3 Other Methods 

Other “black-box” analysis methods can be derived from software testing, where the 

details of a code are often treated as unknown and must be evaluated based on inputs and 

expected outputs. These methods can be extended to non-software problems, but are generally 

dependent on having knowledge of both the inputs and expected outputs. Two common 

software testing methods (that can be used independently or in concert) are decision table 

(DT) testing and equivalence partitioning/boundary value analysis (EP/BVA). 

DT testing is useful for systems that have inputs which can only hold a few, discrete 

values, such as logical true/false conditions or values that can be expressed as enumerations. 

DTs are generated by identifying all of the inputs to a problem and listing these inputs, along 

with all the possible combinations of values that the inputs can hold (21). Then, these inputs 

are supplied to the problem and the output evaluated. DTs can also be expressed as a 

branching tree, an approach especially useful when the evaluation of an input can lead to 

multiple following states (21). In software testing, it is common to automate DT generation 
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by developing algorithms that step through every state of each input, identify the hierarchical 

relationships between inputs, and establish the connections (22). 

EP/BVA is another means of logically partitioning inputs for testing. EP and BVA 

are related techniques that can be used to determine and test systems where the inputs are 

over a continuous range (i.e. inputs where DT testing is not suitable). The EP approach divides 

inputs into logical partitions, which are typically determined by branches in the system (e.g. 

logical branches in a code, or points where a system’s behavior changes). Similarly, the BVA 

approach tests the extreme ends of the input range, and is applicable for cases where the inputs 

behave continuously. Beyond this distinction, EP and BVA behave similarly. The specific 

inputs meeting the criteria are established, with a goal toward minimizing the number of 

necessary inputs to fully test the system (23). These inputs are then fed to the system and 

evaluated. 

Another way to analyze a complex system is through statistical entropy analysis. 

Entropy is a measure of the level of disorder within a system, and can be used to correlate a 

system to its independent variables. Using entropy analysis, a series of contingency tables are 

developed that are used to develop a set of statistically-sampled inputs into the system. The 

inputs are varied simultaneously and analyzed, and the outputs are grouped based on the 

contingency table. The contingency tables are used to determine both the entropy of the 

system and the mutual information of the results, or the degree of overlap in the entropy of 

each output, which indicates the importance of each input to the result. Other statistical 

metrics are developed to support the analysis (24). 

2.3.4 Selection of Analysis Method 

Several methods for analyzing systems where the functional behavior is not quantified 

have been explored. Each method has benefits and challenges, and each is well suited to 
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different analyses. For this work, the most appropriate method is to apply DA using the 

Buckingham-pi theorem to establish the analysis parameters, combined with a non-linear 

regression analysis to determine a correlation between the inputs and outputs. This method 

was selected for several reasons: 

 For this analysis, the system is driven by physical principles that, while not yet 

quantified, follow known laws. 

 The system can be empirically evaluated. 

 For the analysis in question, the inputs are well-defined, and do not experience 

stochastic variation. 

For these reasons, DA will be used to evaluate the relationship between the physical inputs to 

the system in question and the variance behaviors. The DA approach should enable the 

identification of inputs to a quantifiable expression that provides a means of quantifying the 

magnitude of the divergence in variances. This expression will be determined using the DA-

based inputs and Monte Carlo variance outputs. A non-linear regression will be applied to 

relate the inputs and outputs to quantify the dependence of the deviation between real and 

apparent variance on the input parameters. 
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Chapter 3: Analysis Methods 

The discrepancy between real and apparent variances near reflecting boundaries in 

Monte Carlo analyses has been repeatedly observed, and some methods have been proposed 

to mathematically determine the variance. However, aside from an apparent relationship to 

neutron mean free path, no studies of the driving principles behind this behavior have been 

performed. This work analyzes a range of potential physical parameters that could drive the 

real-to-apparent variance discrepancy near reflecting boundaries by performing parameter 

sweeps using a one-dimensional, one-speed Monte Carlo slab model and applying a regression 

fit. The parameters studied as part of this analysis were: 

1. Slab thickness 

2. Absorption cross section 

3. Scattering cross section 

4. Fission cross section 

5. Nu-fission 

These five parameters were chosen to capture all the possible fundamental physical properties 

present in the model. 

Section 3.1 provides details of the Monte Carlo models used in this study. Section 3.2 

discusses the methods applied to select the input parameters and analyze the results. 

3.1 MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS MODEL 

The real-to-apparent variance deviation in Monte Carlo was studied using MC21 

Version 7.0. As discussed in Section 2.1.2, the behavior has been seen in multiple Monte Carlo 

codes, including MC21. MC21 is well-suited to this work for several reasons (4): 
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 MC21 offers powerful tally-tracking features that expedite data collection and 

automatically determine apparent variances for a broad range of nuclear parameters, 

including local absorption rates 

 MC21 has the ability to approximate the real variance in a simulation by employing a 

method of calculating multiple fission generations per batch, as discussed in 

Section 2.2 

 MC21 inputs are text-based and easy to parameterize with driver scripts, enabling rapid 

generation of inputs for parameter sweeps 

 MC21 is computationally efficient, and can run multiple simple simulations quickly 

The details of the MC21 model used in this work are provided below, including the physical 

model, the nuclear data used, the structure of the model tallies, and the ways in which the 

model was run. The parameter sweeps run are also discussed. 

3.1.1 Model Geometry 

A simple MC21 model was used to evaluate the deviation between real and apparent 

variances. The analysis model is a one-dimensional homogeneous slab model with one-speed 

cross sections, consistent with past work in this area (1) (2). 

MC21 is a three-dimensional Monte Carlo solver, meaning that a “one-dimensional” 

slab model is not truly one-dimensional. The model used in this study was a right 

parallelepiped, defined in Cartesian space. Along two axes (y and z), the model was 1,000,000 

cm in extent, while the thickness along the third (x) axis was varied as part of the analysis (this 

will be referred to as the slab thickness for the remainder of this report). With reflective 

boundaries applied to the slab’s edges in the y and z directions, and by applying a tally mesh 

along the x direction (see Section 3.1.3), the slab behaves as if it is infinite in extent along the 

y and z directions, approximating the classical definition of a 1D infinite slab. 
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For this work, the thickness of the slab was varied from 1 to 50 mean free paths, as 

the slab thickness was being investigated as a possible driver of the variance discrepancy. 

Reflective boundaries were applied to the x-surfaces of the slab to establish the conditions 

being researched, and parameter sweeps on each combination of input values were performed. 

More details of the parameter sweeps are provided in Section 3.2.1. Figure 3.1 illustrates the 

model geometry. 
 

 

Figure 3.1: MC21 slab model geometry. 

As discussed in Section 3.1.3, data is collected using a mesh tally with mesh cells that 

are one mean free path thick. In order to control the tally mesh cell size, the slab thickness 

was defined in terms of mean free paths, and the associated thickness in centimeters was 

calculated for each set of input parameters. 
 

𝜆 =
1

Σ𝑡
 (3.1) 

𝑇𝑐𝑚 = 𝑇𝜆𝜆 (3.2) 

x - varying 

y=1,000,000 cm 

z=1,000,000 cm 
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Where 𝜆 is the mean free path, Σ𝑡 is the total macroscopic cross section, 𝑇𝜆 is the slab thickness 

in mean free paths, and 𝑇𝑐𝑚 is the corresponding slab thickness in centimeters. The thickness 

in centimeters was provided to MC21 to define the slab. 

3.1.2 Compositions and Nuclear Data Definition 

The slab is a single homogeneous composition with one-speed cross sections. MC21 

typically employs isotopic continuous-energy cross sections. Compositions are given in 

number density (units of atoms/barn-cm) and cross section data is provided in barns, in 

nuclear data libraries (NDLs) containing scattering, fission, capture, and other fundamental 

nuclear data. 

For this study, however, it was desirable to analyze a simplified problem in which the 

nuclear data could be controlled.  To achieve this, the slab contained a homogeneous fictitious 

material, “NUCL1,” with a number density of 1.0 atoms/barn-cm. In addition, custom NDLs 

were generated containing one-speed cross section data. Each NDL contains information on 

total microscopic cross section (σt), isotropic scattering cross section (σs), fission cross section 

(σf), and number of neutrons produced per fission (ν). Each of the cross sections in the NDL 

is a parameter under investigation in this study, as such, each is varied over a range of values. 

Absorption (capture) cross sections (σγ) ranged from 0.1 barns to 10.0 barns, scattering cross 

sections ranged from 0.1 barns to 10.0 barns, fission cross sections ranged from 0.1 barns to 

5.0 barns, and nu-fission ranged from 0.2 to 5.0. These ranges were selected to bound an 

analysis space that covers the range of plausible values for each input parameter. 

It should be noted that capture cross sections are not defined in the NDL. Instead, 

MC21 calculates the capture cross section as the difference between the total cross section and 

the sum of the scattering and fission cross sections. Thus, the total cross section in each NDL 

had to be calculated based on the parameters of interest: 
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𝜎𝑡 = 𝜎𝛾 + 𝜎𝑓 + 𝜎𝑠 (3.3) 

 

The specific values supplied to the NDLs for analysis in this study are discussed further in 

Section 3.2.1. 

3.1.3 Tally Structure and Data Collection 

In order to evaluate the deviation between real and apparent variances, the slab model 

was divided using a tally mesh. Each mesh cell is one mean free path thick in the x direction, 

calculated based on the total cross section per Equation (3.1). Prior work on this issue (3) 

demonstrated that the variance deviation varied inversely with the mean-free-path thickness 

of the tally mesh cell, so for this study it was desirable to control the number of mean free 

paths at one per cell. Thus, the number of mesh cells and absolute cell thickness will vary 

based on the input parameters. Figure 3.2 illustrates the structure of the tally mesh along the 

thickness of the slab.  
 

 

Figure 3.2: Structure of MC21 tally mesh. 

Each mesh cell extends to the limit of the slab in the y and z directions. Since the 

model is a three-dimensional approximation of a one-dimensional problem, the variance near 

the corners of the model is expected to increase beyond what is expected for a single reflective 

boundary due to the confluence of multiple reflective boundaries. This effect was mitigated 

Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 … Cell N-1 Cell N 
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by making the slab larger in the y and z directions than in the x directions, which means the 

tally results in the edge cells should be dominated by the x-plane boundaries. 

Within each mesh cell, the normalized neutron absorption rate was tallied. This is 

consistent with the prior studies into this behavior (1) (2) (3). However, since the behavior in 

question is fundamental to Monte Carlo, the specific tally collected is unimportant. Absorption 

rates were selected because they represent the death of a neutron (i.e. no further reactions 

occur). 

3.1.4 Running Strategy 

For every combination of input parameters analyzed, two MC21 calculations were 

performed. One calculates the apparent variance, and the other approximates the real variance.  

Each calculation uses the geometry described above, and the associated variance is tallied for 

each mesh cell. These variances are then analyzed as described in Section 3.2. 

For both calculations, the total number of particle histories (both active and inactive) 

was held constant at 2,800,000 and the number of histories per generation held constant at 

1,000, to keep the real and apparent variance calculations on the same statistical basis. To 

calculate the apparent variance, the model was evaluated using 1,800 active batches, with 1,000 

inactive discard batches to converge the source before collecting data. Each batch was 

comprised of one fission generation. Source convergence was evaluated using batch-average 

eigenvalue. Figure 3.3 plots the batch-average eigenvalue for a representative analysis case. It 

can be seen from the figure that convergence is achieved at approximately discarded batch -

500, well before active tallying begins at batch 0. 
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Figure 3.3: Batch-average eigenvalue for apparent variance analysis model. 

To calculate the real variance, the model was evaluated using 9 active batches, with 5 

inactive discard batches to converge the source before collecting data. Each batch was 

comprised of 200 fission generations. The number of fission generations to run per batch was 

determined by running a series of MC21 sensitivities, using a representative model, where the 

number of generations run per batch was increased until an asymptotic behavior in the 

variance was observed. At this point, the fission source had diverged sufficiently from the 

source distribution at the beginning of the batch that the calculated variance approximated the 

real variance. During this process, the number of histories per generation was also adjusted to 

maintain the same number of total neutron histories.  

It should be noted that MC21 does not directly report the variance. Instead, MC21 

calculates and reports the uncertainty as the 95% confidence interval (CI) on the tally result. 
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This confidence interval can be converted to variance by dividing out the value of the two-

tailed Student’s t-distribution for the specified probability and number of degrees of freedom: 
 

𝑉 = (
𝜎95𝐶𝐼

𝑇. 𝐼𝑁𝑉. 2𝑇(0.05, 𝑁 − 1)
)
2

 (3.4) 

 

Where 𝑉 is the variance, 𝜎95𝐶𝐼 is the 95% CI reported by MC21, 0.05 is the probability that a 

value will fall outside the 95% CI, 𝑁 − 1 is the number of degrees of freedom (one less than 

the number of active batches 𝑁), and the function 𝑇. 𝐼𝑁𝑉. 2𝑇 represents the Student’s 

t-distribution values. These values are tabulated in statistics texts (in (6), for example), and 

mathematical applications like Microsoft Excel and Matlab typically include built-in functions 

that are capable of calculating the distribution for any probability and degree of freedom. 

Figure 3.4 illustrates the relationship between the variance in each mesh cell (as 

calculated using Equation 3.4) and the number of generations run per batch. As the number 

of generations per batch increases, the reported variance on the tally result increases. This 

increase is not linear, however, and approaches an asymptote as the number of generations 

per batch becomes large. Looking at the plot, 200 generations per batch is the point at which 

the asymptote is reached for most mesh cells, thus the results with 200 generations per batch 

are expected to be a good approximation for the real variance. 
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Figure 3.4: Tally mesh cell variance as a function of number of generations per batch. 

Source convergence for the real variance calculation was also evaluated using batch-

average eigenvalue. Figure 3.5 plots the batch-average eigenvalue for a representative analysis 

case. This figure is on the same eigenvalue scale as Figure 3.3, and shows that convergence is 

achieved well before active tallying begins. 
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Figure 3.5: Batch-average eigenvalue for real variance analysis model. 

Aside from the differences in histories per generation, generations per batch, and 

active/inactive batches, the models for each set of input parameters are identical. This 

facilitates comparisons by removing the statistical variation that would be introduced by 

changing the number of histories tracked. 

In addition to specifying the number of neutron histories run, MC21 has several 

options for defining the initial neutron source distribution. For this study, the source 

distribution should have no effect, as the analysis is energy-independent and the variance 

discrepancy is a fundamental behavior (and is thus also independent of energy). The MC21 

models used in this analysis had a flat initial source distribution across the slab (neutrons from 

subsequent batches were generated from the prior generation’s fission sites). 
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3.2 METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS 

The deviation between real and apparent variances was studied using a combination 

of dimensional analysis and nonlinear regression. The dimensional analysis was used to identify 

input parameters and relationships between the inputs. These relationships were used to 

develop the input parameters. Once the variances were calculated, the ratio of real to apparent 

variance was calculated for each combination of input parameters. Nonlinear regression was 

used to develop a relationship between the input parameters and the variance ratios.  

3.2.1 Dimensional Analysis and Input Parameters 

Dimensional analysis was used to identify the input parameters to be investigated. 

Using dimensional analysis, relationships between the fundamental input parameters can be 

established using relationships between the dimensions of the inputs. In this case, all the inputs 

are in units of centimeters, inverse centimeters, or are unitless. 

For this study, the total mean free path was chosen to relate the variables. Total mean 

free path was selected because it reflects the overall transport behavior of each particle, and 

prior work has suggested a dependence on this parameter (3). This resulted in five input 

parameters:  

1. Thickness in mean free paths (TΣt) 

2. Capture probability per interaction (Σγ/Σt) 

3. Fission probability per interaction (Σf/Σt) 

4. Scattering probability per interaction (Σs/Σt) 

5. Neutrons released per fission (ν) 

Table 3.1 lists each parameter and the range over which it was evaluated.  
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Table 3.1: Input parameters from dimensional analysis. 

Fundamental 
Parameter 

Dimensionless 
Parameter Input Values for Fundamental Parameters 

𝑇𝜆 𝑇Σ𝑡 1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 

Σ𝛾 Σ𝛾 Σ𝑡⁄  0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0 

Σ𝑓 Σ𝑓 Σ𝑡⁄  0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 5.0 

Σ𝑠 Σ𝑠 Σ𝑡⁄  0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0 

𝜈 𝜈 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0 

 

Each fundamental input parameter was varied over the range of values specified in 

Table 3.1. A Perl script was used to build MC21 inputs for each combination of fundamental 

parameters, each of which was then evaluated. Appendix A provides an example of this Perl 

script, along with others used to set up, run, and process the data. 

3.2.2 Calculation of Variance Ratios 

Once run, each MC21 file was analyzed to determine the ratio between the real and 

apparent standard deviations. It should be noted that MC21 calculates the standard deviation 

for all tally results, and this is the data that can be extracted from the tally output files. This 

study is analyzing the qualitative differences between the real and apparent variances and 

determine physical drivers for the underestimation, without being concerned about the 

specific quantitative variances. Since the standard deviation is the square root of the variance, 

ratios of the MC21-generated real and apparent standard deviations are representative of the 

qualitative differences of interest between real and apparent variances. 

The real and apparent data for each configuration was extracted from the associated 

MC21 tally data files (see Appendix A), which also sorted and archived the source files and 

formatted the data into a comma-separated variable type file for further processing. The data 

was imported into Microsoft Excel 2010 and the ratio between the real and apparent standard 

deviations was calculated for each tally mesh cell in each model, using Equation 3.5: 
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𝑉𝑅𝑖 =
(𝜎𝑅,𝑀𝐶21)𝑖
(𝜎𝐴,𝑀𝐶21)𝑖

 (3.5) 

 

This quantity, referred to for convenience as the variance ratio, reflects the discrepancy 

between the real and apparent variances. The larger the VR, the larger the relative variance 

underestimation within a given tally mesh cell. For this study, only the largest VR, considering 

each tally mesh cell in the slab, was considered for each configuration. 

3.2.3 Regression Analysis 

Once the largest variance ratio was determined for each configuration, a multi-variate 

nonlinear regression was performed to establish a relationship between the dimensionless 

input parameters (listed in Table 3.1) and the associated variance ratio. Matlab R2015a was 

used to perform the regression analysis. Appendix B describes how Matlab was used to 

generate the nonlinear regressions. 

The regression analysis determines fitting coefficients for a specified functional form 

that establishes a functional relationship between the inputs and outputs. In addition, fitting 

statistics are developed to aid in assessing the appropriateness of the fit. These include the 

global R2 statistic and residuals, along with standard error, t-statistic, and p-value for each 

fitting coefficient (for definitions of these terms, see the Glossary). Globally, the fit developed 

for this work will be evaluated by maximizing R2, minimizing residuals, and having the 

residuals normally distributed about zero. Similarly, the worth of each coefficient will be 

evaluated by minimizing the p-value and maximizing the t-statistic. These statistics will allow 

comparisons between various regression models to identify the optimal fit. 
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis and Results 

As discussed in Section 3.2.3, a regression analysis was performed to develop a 

correlation between the dimensionless inputs (Section 3.2.1) and the associated variance ratios 

(Section 3.2.2). Since the functional form of the relationship between the inputs and the 

variance ratios was unknown, several different models were applied. In addition, several 

variations of each model were tested to determine the significance of different combinations 

of inputs. The models and their variations were assessed using the statistical metrics described 

in Section 3.2.3 and Appendix B. The results are discussed below. 

4.1 FIRST ATTEMPT – LINEAR, INDEPENDENT MODEL 

The linear, independent model is based on the assumption that the variance ratios vary 

linearly as the inputs change, and that the effect of each input is independent of the others. 

This model is thus structured as a linear equation of the form 𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑏, except with five 

independent variables. The basic form of this model is expressed in Equation 4.1: 
 

𝑉𝑅 = 𝑏1(𝑇Σ𝑡) + 𝑏2 (
Σ𝑓

Σ𝑡
) + 𝑏3 (

Σ𝛾

Σ𝑡
) + 𝑏4(𝜈) + 𝑏5 (4.1) 

 

Where 𝑏𝑖 are the coefficients calculated to establish the fit, and the other parameters are the 

dimensionless variables described in Table 3.1. Note that Equation 4.1-1 does not include 

scattering. A preliminary assessment of the linear form included scattering, but the fit was very 

poorly characterized. This is due to the dimensionless nature of the variables. Since all the 

variables are non-dimensionalized with respect to Σt, and Σt is the sum of Σγ, Σf, and Σs, the 

three dimensionless parameters are dependent on each other and the nonlinear regression 

suffers when all three are included. By removing Σs/Σt from the regression, this dependence 

is eliminated, restoring the assumptions necessary for the nonlinear regression. Variations on 

this model were analyzed to determine the viability of a linear fit. 
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4.1.1 Results Calculated from Linear, Independent Model 

The initial attempt to develop a regression fit used the basic form of Equation 4.1, and 

values were generated for each of the five fitting coefficients. The resulting coefficients are 

summarized in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Fitting coefficients and associated statistics for linear model. 

Coefficient Value Std. Error T-Statistic P-Value 

𝑏1 0.25266 0.00072525 348.38 0 

𝑏2 -1.321 0.057185 -23.1 5.0179e-117 

𝑏3 3.8868 0.048525 80.1 0 

𝑏4 -0.19828 0.007667 -25.862 7.536e-146 

𝑏5 1.0613 0.036627 28.976 4.6023e-182 

 

The statistics generated for each coefficient offer some insight into the suitability of 

the fit. It is desirable to maximize the t-statistic and minimize the p-value when determining 

statistical significance. However, in this case, both t-statistic and p-value indicate that all the 

parameters are highly significant. This could be true, but given that there are many more data 

points than regression variables it is also possible that the model is overdetermined. Thus, 

global fitting statistics were also assessed. 

This model reports an R2 of 0.813. For each independent variable in the model, the 

raw and fitted variance ratios were plotted as a function of the input in Figures 4.1(b)-(e). The 

fitted variance ratios were plotted using Equation 4.1 with the parameters other than the one 

being plotted held constant at the midpoint of the analysis range (for example, when fitted 

thickness was plotted, all cross sections and nu were held constant). Since the fitted ratios can 

only be plotted in two dimensions by holding the other inputs constant, Figures 4.1(b)-(e) 

color-code the plotted data to separate it into bins by the Σγ/Σt ratio, using the binning scheme 

described in Figure 4.1(a). The midpoint of each Σγ/Σt bin was used to calculate a color-coded 

fitting line, to better illustrate the multidimensional behavior of the generated data. 
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Points: raw data 
Lines: fitted data 

Blue data: Σγ/Σt first quartile (0-0.25) 
Red data: Σγ/Σt second quartile (0.25-0.5) 
Yellow data: Σγ/Σt third quartile (0.5-0.75) 
Green data: Σγ/Σt fourth quartile (0.75-1.0) 

Figure 4.1(a): Legend for Figures 4.1-1(b)-(e). 

 

Figure 4.1(b): Raw and fitted variance ratios as a function of each input to the linear model, 
ratio vs. TΣt. 
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Figure 4.1(c): Raw and fitted variance ratios as a function of each input to the linear model, 
ratio vs. Σf/Σt. 

 

Figure 4.1(d): Raw and fitted variance ratios as a function of each input to the linear model, 
ratio vs. Σγ/Σt. 
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Figure 4.1(e): Raw and fitted variance ratios as a function of each input to the linear model, 
ratio vs. ν. 

 

In addition to comparing the raw and fitted data, the residuals were calculated for the 

linear model. The residual represents the distance of each raw data point from the fitted value 

with the same inputs. Figure 4.2 shows both a histogram of the residual distribution (grouped 

into 0.2-wide bins) and a plot of residuals versus fitted values. 
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of residuals for linear model. 

4.1.2 Analysis of Linear Model Results 

The statistics of the linear model described in Equation 4.1 indicate that this model is 

a poor fit to the data, especially when looking at the residual distribution. The fit demonstrates 
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a very weak reliance on Σf/Σt and ν, as seen in Figures 4.1(b) and 4.1(d). Additionally, Figure 

4.2 shows that the residuals do not meet the expectation of a normal distribution about the 

zero line. Finally, a qualitative assessment of the raw data in Figure 4.1 shows non-linear trends 

in the variance ratios when plotted against thickness or absorption. 

Using these results, several permutations of the linear model (using different 

combinations of inputs) were evaluated, but none of these permutations demonstrated an 

improvement in the fit. However, the additional permutations did reinforce the assumption 

that the fission-related inputs (Σf/Σt and ν) were weak influences on the variance behavior. 

With this information in hand, more complex model forms were investigated. 

4.2 FINAL MODEL 

Several models were evaluated to determine the best correlation between the 

fundamental inputs and the variance ratio. Section 4.3 summarizes all the models considered, 

leading to the model described in Equation 4.2: 
 

𝑉𝑅 = 𝑏1 + 𝑏2(𝑇Σ𝑡)
𝑏3 + 𝑏4 (

Σ𝛾

Σ𝑡
)
𝑏5

 (4.2) 

 

Where, as above, 𝑏𝑖 are the coefficients calculated to establish the fit, and the other parameters 

are the dimensionless variables described in Table 3.1.  

4.2.1 Results from Final Model 

After analyzing the data using the form of Equation 4.2, values and fitting statistics for 

the eight fitting coefficients were generated, as shown in Table 4.2.  
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Table 4.2: Fitting coefficients and associated statistics for final model. 

Coefficient Value Std. Error T-Statistic P-Value 

𝑏1 -1263.8 0.071458 -17685 0 

𝑏2 5.3726 0.12437 43.198 0 

𝑏3 0.31785 0.0041449 76.683 0 

𝑏4 1259.9 0.071458 17632 0 

𝑏5 0.0011892 1.0475e-05 113.53 0 

 

Using these coefficients, the Equation 4.2 model has an R2 of 0.895, indicating 

reasonable agreement. This R2, further, represents an improvement in the fit over the original 

linear model’s R2 of 0.813. It should be noted that the final fit expressed in Equation 4.2 does 

not include either Σf/Σt or ν as components. Visual observations of the linear model suggested 

that these terms were not strongly significant, and the increase in R2 supports this assumption. 

It should also be noted that the final model is also overdetermined. 

Figure 4.3(b) and (c) show the fitted equation against the raw data, with Σγ/Σt binning 

applied as described in Section 4.1.1 and specified in Figure 4.3(a). The curvature in the fitted 

lines demonstrates better agreement with the raw data, as expected. 
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Points: raw data 
Lines: fitted data 

Blue data: Σγ/Σt first quartile (0-0.25) 
Red data: Σγ/Σt second quartile (0.25-0.5) 
Yellow data: Σγ/Σt third quartile (0.5-0.75) 
Green data: Σγ/Σt fourth quartile (0.75-1.0) 

Figure 4.3(a): Legend for Figures 4.2-1(b) and (c). 

 

Figure 4.3(b): Raw and fitted variance ratios as a function of each input to the final model, 
ratio vs. TΣt. 
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Figure 4.3(c): Raw and fitted variance ratios as a function of each input to the final model, 
ratio vs. Σγ/Σt. 

 

Figure 4.4 shows the residual distributions for the final model. The residuals are again 

sorted into 0.2-wide bins for the histogram. 
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of residuals for final model. 
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4.2.2 Analysis of Final Model Results 

The statistics of the final model indicate improved agreement of the fit to the data 

relative to the initial linear model. This is partly due to the selection of a model equation that 

better reflects the shape of the data, and partly due to the model only including the inputs of 

significance. Each of these factors contributed to the improvement in the model behavior, 

and while it is difficult to quantify the impact of each factor, the cumulative result can be seen 

in the resulting statistics. 

Generally speaking, the t-statistics and p-values indicate that the fitting coefficients are 

appropriate, and R2 is improved to 0.895 from 0.813. Functionally, Figure 4.3 shows that the 

final model results in fitted curves that trend more appropriately with the raw data. The 

residuals are also more normally distributed and are more tightly clustered (-8 to +6 in the 

final model vice -10 to +8 in the initial model), as shown in Figure 4.4. 

Based on these comparisons, the relationship between nuclear data and the variance 

ratio can be expressed as a function of the dimensionless thickness and the dimensionless 

absorption cross section, as shown in Equation 4.3: 
 

𝑉𝑅 = (−1263.8) + (5.3726)(𝑇Σ𝑡)
0.31785 + (1259.9) (

Σ𝛾

Σ𝑡
)
0.0011892

 (4.3) 

 

4.2.3 Conclusions Drawn from Final Model 

The functional model expressed in Equation 4.3 offers several perspectives on the 

behavior of Monte Carlo variances as a function of the physical parameters of the Monte Carlo 

model. The first observation is that there are only two inputs in the final model: thickness in 

mean free paths and absorption probability per interaction. Based on the values of the fitting 

coefficients, it can further be concluded that the thickness has the greatest impact on the 

variance ratio and the absorption/interaction has a moderate impact. 
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Additionally, the behavior of the functional model indicates that there exists a 

configuration beyond which the variance ratio will no longer change. This behavior reinforces 

the hypothesis that the variance disagreement is driven by the reflective boundary condition. 

As either thickness or capture rate increases, the variance ratio also increases, though the rate 

of increase becomes small as either of the inputs becomes large. This behavior suggests that 

the number of crossings of the reflective boundary per particle collision within the slab is a 

factor. For small mean-free-path slab thicknesses, particles are likely to cross the reflective 

boundary many times before interacting, but at large thicknesses most particles will interact in 

one or more ways before reaching the boundary. Similarly, when the capture rate is small (e.g. 

the medium is highly scattering), the variance ratio is also small, suggesting that the 

dependence is due to the number of crossings per absorption (rather than crossings per 

collision). This may be due to the manner in which the variance ratio was calculated (as the 

ratio of variances on an absorption rate tally). 

Finally, it is observed that the current assumptions for calculating Monte Carlo 

variances are apparently valid only when the number of crossings per collision is high (that is, 

the variance ratio is small for small thicknesses and absorption rates). This seems counter to 

the assumptions in Section 2.1.1 that variance increases are due to increased correlation 

between histories. Taken as a whole, this behavior of the variance ratio near reflecting 

boundaries suggests that there is a dependence on the number of boundary crossings per 

source particle. As this figure becomes large, the underestimation of variance will approach 

stability. This suggests that the properties of the reflective boundary itself influence the 

variance.  

When these results are considered along with the prior results that demonstrate a 

dependence on the tally bin thickness in mean free paths (3), it suggests that the number of 

particles that are born and die within a single tally cell is significant. If a particle’s entire life 
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cycle plays out within a single mesh cell, the coupling between generations is strong. Near a 

reflecting boundary, the coupling is even stronger due to the fact that particles may exit the 

tally cell through the reflective boundary only to be returned and then absorbed in the original 

cell. It would be expected that both fission and capture would reflect this behavior; it is 

possible that, because this work decoupled production (νΣf) from loss (Σγ + Σf), the 

comparison is diluted. Further investigation would be needed to explain this behavior. 

4.3 ALTERNATIVE MODELS CONSIDERED 

In the process of developing the final model establishing a relationship between the 

variance ratio and the physical parameters of a Monte Carlo slab model, several other 

functional models were tested. Table 4.3 summarizes the statistics for some of the most 

relevant models. The models were selected to explore the adequacy of various equation forms 

(such as linear, polynomial, exponential, et al), the importance of each input to the fit, and the 

importance of cross terms. 

The models presented in Table 4.3 are those that demonstrate reasonable convergence 

and have significant inputs. Convergence was determined by reviewing the statistics and any 

warning messages generated for each fit. Input significance was determined by observing the 

fitted model using various combinations of input parameters. As discussed above, Σs/Σt was 

not included in any fits to remove the correlation between inputs. Similarly, ν was excluded 

from most of the more complex fits due to its flat distribution (in many cases, the complex 

fits would not converge with ν included). Also, Σf/Σt was excluded from many of the final fits 

due to low significance, as indicated by seeing little change in statistics such as R2 between 

models that included Σf/Σt and models that excluded this term. 
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Table 4.3: Summary of relevant model statistics. 

Model Form R2 

Lowest 
T-Statistic 

Highest 
T-Statistic 

Highest 
P-Value 

𝑉𝑅 = 𝑏1(𝑇Σ𝑡) + 𝑏2 (
Σ𝑓

Σ𝑡
) + 𝑏3 (

Σ𝑎
Σ𝑡
)

+ 𝑏4(𝜈) + 𝑏5 

0.813 -25.862 348.38 5.0179e-117 

𝑉𝑅 = 𝑏1(𝑇Σ𝑡) + 𝑏2 (
Σ𝑎
Σ𝑡
) + 𝑏3 0.806 18.344 342.26 9.6558e-75 

𝑉𝑅 = 𝑏1 + 𝑏2(𝑇Σ𝑡) + 𝑏3 (
Σ𝑎
Σ𝑡
)

+ 𝑏4(𝑇Σ𝑡) (
Σ𝑎
Σ𝑡
) 

0.807 14.237 125.71 7.6554e-46 

𝑉𝑅 = 𝑏1 + 𝑏2(𝑇𝛴𝑡)
𝑏3 + 𝑏4 (

𝛴𝛾

𝛴𝑡
)
𝑏5

 0.895 -17685 17632 0 

𝑉𝑅 = 𝑏1 + 𝑏2(𝑇Σ𝑡)
𝑏3 + 𝑏4 (

Σ𝑎
Σ𝑡
)
𝑏5

+ 𝑏6(𝑇Σ𝑡)
𝑏7 (

Σ𝑎
Σ𝑡
)
𝑏8

 

0.909 -1476.8 1562.8 2.5994e-12 

𝑉𝑅 = 𝑏1 + 𝑏2(𝑇Σ𝑡)
𝑏3 (

Σ𝑓

Σ𝑡
)
𝑏4

(
Σ𝑎
Σ𝑡
)
𝑏5

(𝜈)𝑏6  0.909 -40.705 89.187 5.4019e-297 

𝑉𝑅 = 𝑏1 exp(𝑏2𝑇Σ𝑡) + 𝑏3 exp (𝑏4
Σ𝑓

Σ𝑡
)

+ 𝑏5 exp (𝑏6
Σ𝑎
Σ𝑡
) + 𝑏7 

0.9 -42693 36597 1.1248e-158 

𝑉𝑅 = 𝑏1 exp(𝑏2𝑇Σ𝑡) × exp (𝑏3
Σ𝑓

Σ𝑡
)

× exp (𝑏4
Σ𝑎
Σ𝑡
)

× exp(𝑏5𝜈) + 𝑏6 

0.878 -258.94 282.17 4.3352e-53 

𝑉𝑅 = 𝑏1 +
1

𝑏2 + 𝑏3𝑇Σ𝑡
+

1

𝑏4 + 𝑏5
Σ𝑎
Σ𝑡

 0.868 -252.99 211.89 2.6123e-102 

𝑉𝑅 = 𝑏1 +
𝑏2

𝑏3 + 𝑏4𝑇Σ𝑡
𝑏5
+

𝑏6

𝑏7 + 𝑏8 (
Σ𝑎
Σ𝑡
)
𝑏9

 
0.859 -72.121 181.44 0.98446 

𝑉𝑅 = 𝑏1 + 𝑏6 ×
1

𝑏2 + 𝑏3𝑇Σ𝑡
×

1

𝑏4 + 𝑏5
Σ𝑎
Σ𝑡

 0.884 -89195 10488 0 

 

Plots of the data clearly indicated that a linear trend was inappropriate, as both the 

thickness and absorption dependencies demonstrated an asymptotic trend as the input 

increased. This suggested that, in addition to the polynomial and exponential forms, a 
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functional model that explicitly reflected this asymptotic trend might be appropriate. The 

resulting models had the general form of 𝐴 +
𝐵

𝐶+𝐷𝑥
. Although these models showed less 

agreement than some of the polynomial fits (including discontinuities in the fitting equation), 

they still represented a statistical improvement over a linear fit. Similarly, an exponential fit 

was investigated (as exponential functions can demonstrate the desired asymptotic behavior), 

but the exponential models were nearly impossible to converge, suggesting that they were a 

poor fit. 

Early studies of independence (e.g. adding inputs together) versus dependence (e.g. 

multiplying inputs together) suggested that a dependent model might be more appropriate 

than an independent model. To explore this further, a series of models was developed that 

incorporated first-order cross terms (e.g. the products of two inputs were included as an 

additional term in the fit). This approach was applied to the linear and polynomial fit models, 

as these models had the best overall fit before incorporating cross terms, as indicated by the 

statistics in Table 4.3. The cross-term models demonstrated better R2 than the selected final 

model, but examination of the fitting coefficients revealed that the effect of the cross term on 

the fit was negligible compared to the two independent terms, thus, the cross term model was 

not selected. 

Table 4.3 does not include data from several models that had poor statistics or did not 

converge. When looking at all the statistics, the residuals, and the raw vs. fitted data plots, the 

recommended final model (highlighted in green in Table 4.3, discussed in detail in Section 4.2) 

demonstrated the best overall correlation to the data.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 

Nuclear analysts frequently use Monte Carlo methods to evaluate the behavior of a 

nuclear system, such as neutron transport in nuclear reactors. Monte Carlo methods can 

accurately and probabilistically simulate the behavior of these systems, so long as the system 

is represented with accurate physical, material, and nuclear parameters. Since the calculation is 

probabilistic, an inherent statistical variance is present in the results of any Monte Carlo 

analysis. However, in certain cases, the true statistical variance is higher than calculated by 

Monte Carlo, due to breakdowns in the assumptions used to calculate the apparent variance 

in correlated regions, such as near reflecting boundaries. 

This work expanded on prior studies of the Monte Carlo statistical variance to 

characterize the behavior of the variance near reflecting boundaries. Reflecting boundaries are 

common in Monte Carlo nuclear analyses, leveraging symmetries in nuclear systems to 

decrease the size and computational footprint of the model. Prior work identified a 

discrepancy between the apparent variance calculated by Monte Carlo methods and the actual 

variance, a discrepancy which is magnified when data is collected near reflecting boundaries. 

This analysis has expanded on the prior studies by developing a functional model that relates 

the variance discrepancy to the fundamental physical parameters of the nuclear system. A 

sweep of Monte Carlo calculations were performed over reasonable ranges of possible values 

that each parameter could take, and the real and apparent variances were extracted. The ratio 

of these two variances was correlated to the input parameters using a non-linear regression 

analysis. The resulting fitted functional model indicates that the variance discrepancy is 

primarily dependent on the thickness of the model/the distance from the reflective boundary, 

and indicates that the variance near a reflective boundary may be dependent on the number 

of crossings of the boundary that a particle experiences before interacting. This behavior 
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should be explored further in future work by explicitly tracking the number of crossings per 

source particle and the track length near the boundary relative to the total track length. This 

analysis can then be repeated using those values as independent variable. In addition, other 

tally variances (rather than just absorption rate) should be studied to determine if there is any 

bias in the method used in this work. 

Several methods have been developed to accurately calculate real Monte Carlo 

variances near reflecting boundaries in one-dimensional models, such as the discrete-phase-

space calculation (3). While this work does not directly advance the investigations of those 

methods, it can be used to characterize the fundamental behaviors of a Monte Carlo system, 

and thus will help to develop more complex models to expand the applicability of these 

advanced variance-calculation methods. In the future, therefore, this analysis should be used 

to guide the development of a continuous-energy Monte Carlo model to assess the suitability 

of the discrete-phase-space method for calculating variances, and other variance analyses as 

needed. In addition, this analysis could be expanded in the future to consider multidimensional 

Monte Carlo models. 
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Appendices 

APPENDIX A: DATA PROCESSING 

To study the behavior of Monte Carlo variance ratios with respect to physical inputs, 

it was necessary to sweep through the design space and develop MC21 decks reflecting each 

combination of inputs. Since this was an iterative process with tens of thousands of 

combinations, it was practical to develop a series of scripts to build the input decks, then 

collate and sort the data. Perl was used to write these scripts because Perl is a common and 

broadly-supported scripting language that can perform a full range of logical and mathematical 

calculations, with the additional ability to interface with most computing systems and issue 

automated system commands. Four input scripts were run: 

1. A script to build the MC21 input decks from a set of templates, inserting the desired 

input parameters where appropriate, 

2. A script to submit each MC21 model to the computing system to run, 

3. A script to sort the output files generated by MC21 into unique subdirectories for 

future accessibility, and 

4. A script to extract variance information from the MC21 output files. 

The function of each of these scripts is described below. The specific Perl code is not included 

because they are (a) primarily trivial collections of standard Perl commands and Unix system 

commands, and (b) many of the commands are unique to the computing system on which this 

analysis was performed, and will vary for other systems. 

A.1: Input Deck Generation Script 

The first Perl script generated the MC21 input decks. Since only a few parameters 

needed to be altered for each case, the script worked by reading in a set of MC21 templates, 

processing the template files line-by-line to look for pre-defined substitution flags and replace 
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those flags with the desired parameter values. The modified input decks were then saved to a 

subdirectory tagged with the input parameters for identification of the test case and future 

retrievability/repeatability. The flowchart below illustrates this process as scripted in Perl. 
For each slab 

thickness in mean 
free paths in (1, 3, 5, 

10, 20, 25, 30, 40, 
50) For each absorption 

cross section in (0.1, 
0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 

5.0, 10.0)
For each scattering 

cross section in (0.1, 
0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 

5.0, 10.0)
For each fission 

cross section in (0.1, 
0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 

5.0)

For each nu in (0.2, 
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 

4.0, 5.0)

Read in template 
files

mc21_input_real mc21_input_app

geometry_input material_input

mesh_input tally_input

onlyinput.py

mc21_input_real mc21_input_app

geometry_input material_input

mesh_input tally_input

onlyinput.py

Open output files for 
writing

Total XS = 
absorption XS 
+ scattering XS 

+ fission XS

Mean free 
path = 1/total 

XS

# mesh bins = 
thickness in 
mean free 
paths * 10

Thickness in 
CM = thickness 

in mean free 
paths * mean 

free path

For each input 
template, read each 

line

Line contains a flag for a 
variable calculated above?

Yes
Replace flag with 
appropriate value

No

Write line to output 
file

Move output files to 
unique subdirectory

More nu values to 
process?

Yes

More fission cross section 
values to process?

More scattering cross 
section values to process?

More absorption cross 
section values to process?

More thickness values 
to process? Done

No

No

No

No

No

Yes
Yes

YesYes
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A.2: Job Submission Script 

The second Perl script automates the MC21 execution commands. The script first 

generates the appropriate NDL using a custom code, then moves that NDL to the appropriate 

subdirectory. Then, the apparent and real MC21 inputs are executed. The flowchart below 

illustrates this process as scripted in Perl. 
For each slab 

thickness in mean 
free paths in (1, 3, 5, 

10, 20, 25, 30, 40, 
50) For each absorption 

cross section in (0.1, 
0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 

5.0, 10.0)
For each scattering 

cross section in (0.1, 
0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 

5.0, 10.0)
For each fission 

cross section in (0.1, 
0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 

5.0)

For each nu in (0.2, 
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 

4.0, 5.0)

mc21_input_real mc21_input_app

geometry_input material_input

mesh_input tally_input

onlyinput.py

More nu values to 
process?

Yes

More fission cross section 
values to process?

More scattering cross 
section values to process?

More absorption cross 
section values to process?

More thickness values 
to process? Done

No

No

No

No

No

Yes
Yes

YesYes

Generate cross 
section library from 

onlyinput.py

Move cross section 
library to 

subdirectory with 
MC21 inputs

Execute MC21 for 
apparent

Execute MC21 for 
real
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A.3: Output Sorting Script 

When running MC21 using the automated scripting process developed for this work, 

all the MC21 outputs are returned to the same directory. Since there are 10 MC21 output files 

for each of the tens of thousands of configurations, the outputs must be sorted for future 

access. A Perl script steps through the input matrices and moves the tagged output files to the 

appropriate subdirectories. The flowchart below illustrates this process as scripted in Perl. 
For each slab 

thickness in mean 
free paths in (1, 3, 5, 

10, 20, 25, 30, 40, 
50) For each absorption 

cross section in (0.1, 
0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 

5.0, 10.0)
For each scattering 

cross section in (0.1, 
0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 

5.0, 10.0)
For each fission 

cross section in (0.1, 
0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 

5.0)

For each nu in (0.2, 
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 

4.0, 5.0)

.e (error) file
.o (system 
output) file

.output 
(standard 

output) file

.restart.tgz 
(restart) file

.tally.tgz (tally 
output) file

Total XS = 
absorption XS 
+ scattering XS 

+ fission XS

Mean free 
path = 1/total 

XS
Thickness in 

CM = thickness 
in mean free 
paths * mean 

free path

More nu values to 
process?

Yes

More fission cross section 
values to process?

More scattering cross 
section values to process?

More absorption cross 
section values to process?

More thickness values 
to process? Done

No

No

No

No

No

Yes
Yes

YesYes

Move apparent 
output files to 
appropriate 

subfolder

Move real output 
files to appropriate 

subfolder
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A.4: Data Extraction Script 

With the outputs categorized, a final Perl script was used to uncompress, read, and 

extract the desired variance information from the tally output files generated by MC21. A line-

by-line search is performed to identify the appropriate tally and data type. Once located, the 

MC21 standard deviation is extracted into a local script variable. The input parameters and 

associated standard deviation are then written to a comma-separated variable file for 

downstream use. The flowchart below illustrates this process as scripted in Perl. 
For each slab 

thickness in mean 
free paths in (1, 3, 5, 

10, 20, 25, 30, 40, 
50) For each absorption 

cross section in (0.1, 
0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 

5.0, 10.0)
For each scattering 

cross section in (0.1, 
0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 

5.0, 10.0)
For each fission 

cross section in (0.1, 
0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 

5.0)

For each nu in (0.2, 
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 

4.0, 5.0)

Total XS = 
absorption XS 
+ scattering XS 

+ fission XS

Mean free 
path = 1/total 

XS

Thickness in 
CM = thickness 

in mean free 
paths * mean 

free path

More nu values to 
process?

Yes

More fission cross section 
values to process?

More scattering cross 
section values to process?

More absorption cross 
section values to process?

More thickness values 
to process? Done

No

No

No

No

No

Yes
Yes

YesYes

.tally.tgz (tally 
output) file

Copy tally output file 
to working directory 

and unzip

Read each line of 
tally file

Line identifies 
desired tally?

Line identifies 
tally data?

Continue reading 
lines of tally file

Extract standard 
deviation value

No

Yes

Yes

No

Write information to 
CSV file

Tally data CSV file
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APPENDIX B: MATLAB REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

Matlab R2015a was used to analyze the MC21 data and develop a fitting function that 

could be used to calculate the variance ratio for a given set of inputs. Matlab’s built-in statistics 

toolbox includes a nonlinear regression solver that can calculate fitting coefficients for a 

generic dataset and a generic functional fit form. The only limitation is that the dataset must 

be smooth in terms of the fitting coefficients to be calculated. Matlab’s regression model takes 

three inputs: A set of data for which the regression is to be developed, a model function that 

establishes the functional form of the relationship between the data, and set of initial 

predictions for the fitting coefficients. 

For the analysis presented herein, the dataset was imported into Matlab from Excel. 

Excel was used to perform initial processing on the raw MC21 data to calculate variance ratios 

and determine the maximum for each configuration. When imported, the first row of the 

Excel file is used to establish the Matlab variable names, and the remaining rows represent 

individual data points. Figure B.1 shows the structure of the Matlab dataset. The first five 

columns are input vectors, and the sixth column is the output (variance ratio) vector. 
 

 

Figure B.1: Structure of Matlab dataset used in regression analysis. 
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The model function is provided as an input string, using the parameter names as shown 

in Figure B.1 and 𝑏1…𝑏𝑛 to represent the unknown fitting coefficients to be calculated. As 

an example, a linear model function can be expressed in Matlab as: 

'MaxVarianceRatio~b1*Thickness_St+b2*Ss_St+b3*Sf_St+b4*Sa_St+b5*Nu+b6'  

More complex models can be expressed in a similar fashion, and this approach includes 

support for standard mathematical functions (e.g. the natural exponent or trigonometric 

functions). 

The third component of the regression is an initial guess for the unknown coefficients, 

input as a vector. The Matlab documentation for non-linear regression notes that the initial 

selection “can greatly influence the quality of the resulting fitted model” and recommends 

choosing an initial guess that reflects the expectation of the form of each coefficient 

(positive/negative, rough magnitude, etc). However, in many cases (including this study), the 

coefficients are truly unknowns. Thus, normally-distributed random numbers were supplied 

for the initial guess using Matlab’s randn() function, i.e.: 

beta0 = randn(6,1); 

In some cases, the initial random-number guesses were replaced with order-of-magnitude 

estimates from nearly-converged cases in an attempt to improve the fit. 

Taken together, these three inputs (dataset, functional form, and initial coefficient 

guesses) are used to generate the non-linear regression. The regression calculates estimated 

values for each of the coefficients, along with some basic statistics such as coefficient p-value, 

root mean square (RMS) error, and R2. In addition, various diagnostic and residual plots can 

be generated to assess the effectiveness of the regression. The Matlab script used to perform 

the regression and generate the figures presented in Chapter 4 is provided below. 
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ds = dataset('XLSFile','full_data_for_Matlab.xlsx'); 

plotTS = 10.0; 

plotSS = 0.40; 

plotSF = 0.5; 

plotSA1 = 0.125; 

plotSA2 = 0.375; 

plotSA3 = 0.625; 

plotSA4 = 0.875; 

plotNU = 0.50; 

  

mf1 = 'MaxVarianceRatio ~ b1 + b2*Thickness_St^b3 + b4*Sa_St^b5'; 

%beta0_1 = randn(5,1); 

beta0_1 = [-100,1,0.1,100,0.001]; 

mdl1 = NonLinearModel.fit(ds,mf1,beta0_1) 

beta1 = mdl1.Coefficients.Estimate; 

  

dsQ1 = ds.Sa_St < 0.25; 

dsQ2 = (ds.Sa_St >= 0.25) & (ds.Sa_St < 0.5); 

dsQ3 = (ds.Sa_St >= 0.5) & (ds.Sa_St < 0.75); 

dsQ4 = (ds.Sa_St >= 0.75) & (ds.Sa_St < 1.0); 

j1=1; 

j2=1; 

j3=1; 

j4=1; 

  

for i=1:length(ds) 

    if (dsQ1(i) == 1) 

        ds1(j1,:) = ds(i,:); 

        j1=j1+1; 

    elseif (dsQ2(i) == 1) 

        ds2(j2,:) = ds(i,:); 

        j2=j2+1; 

    elseif (dsQ3(i) == 1) 

        ds3(j3,:) = ds(i,:); 

        j3=j3+1; 

    elseif (dsQ4(i) == 1) 

        ds4(j4,:) = ds(i,:); 

        j4=j4+1; 

    end 

end 

  

scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 

figure('Name','Distribution of Residuals - Linear Model','OuterPosition',... 

    [scrsz(4)*1/10 scrsz(4)*1/10 scrsz(3)*8/10 scrsz(4)*8/10]) 

plotResiduals(mdl1) 

set(gca,'FontSize',14) 

  

figure('Name','Plot of Residuals - Linear Model','OuterPosition',... 

    [scrsz(4)*1/10 scrsz(4)*1/10 scrsz(3)*8/10 scrsz(4)*8/10]) 

plotResiduals(mdl1,'fitted') 

set(gca,'FontSize',14) 

  

%Plot ratio vs. thickness 

for i=1:102 

    j = 50/100; 

    if(i==1) 

        plotFitT1(1,i) = 0; 

        plotFitT2(1,i) = 0; 

        plotFitT3(1,i) = 0; 
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        plotFitT4(1,i) = 0; 

    else 

        plotFitT1(1,i) = plotFitT1(1,i-1)+j; 

        plotFitT2(1,i) = plotFitT2(1,i-1)+j; 

        plotFitT3(1,i) = plotFitT3(1,i-1)+j; 

        plotFitT4(1,i) = plotFitT4(1,i-1)+j; 

    end 

    plotFitT1(2,i) = beta1(1)+beta1(2)*plotFitT1(1,i)^beta1(3)+ ... 

        beta1(4)*plotSA1^beta1(5); 

    plotFitT2(2,i) = beta1(1)+beta1(2)*plotFitT2(1,i)^beta1(3)+ ... 

        beta1(4)*plotSA2^beta1(5); 

    plotFitT3(2,i) = beta1(1)+beta1(2)*plotFitT3(1,i)^beta1(3)+ ... 

        beta1(4)*plotSA3^beta1(5); 

    plotFitT4(2,i) = beta1(1)+beta1(2)*plotFitT4(1,i)^beta1(3)+ ... 

        beta1(4)*plotSA4^beta1(5); 

end 

  

figure('Name','Fit vs. Thickness Distribution - Linear Model',... 

    'OuterPosition',[scrsz(4)*1/10 scrsz(4)*1/10 scrsz(3)*8/10 scrsz(4)*8/10]) 

scatter(ds1.Thickness_St,ds1.MaxVarianceRatio,25,'b','.') 

hold all 

scatter(ds2.Thickness_St,ds2.MaxVarianceRatio,25,'r','.') 

scatter(ds3.Thickness_St,ds3.MaxVarianceRatio,25,'y','.') 

scatter(ds4.Thickness_St,ds4.MaxVarianceRatio,25,'g','.') 

plot(plotFitT1(1,:),plotFitT1(2,:),'-b','LineWidth',2) 

plot(plotFitT2(1,:),plotFitT2(2,:),'-r','LineWidth',2) 

plot(plotFitT3(1,:),plotFitT3(2,:),'-y','LineWidth',2) 

plot(plotFitT4(1,:),plotFitT4(2,:),'-g','LineWidth',2) 

hold off 

title('Variance Ratio vs Thickness ','FontSize',22,'FontWeight','bold'); 

xlabel('T\Sigma_t','FontSize',16); 

ylabel('Variance Ratio','FontSize',16); 

set(gca, 'GridLineStyle', '-'); 

grid(gca,'minor') 

set(gca,'XLim',[0 50]) 

set(gca,'YLim',[0 18]) 

set(gca,'FontSize',14) 

  

% Plot ratio vs. Sigma_A 

for i=1:102 

    j = 1/100; 

    if(i==1) 

        plotFitA1(1,i) = 0; 

        plotFitA1(2,i) = beta1(1)+beta1(2)*plotTS^beta1(3)+ ... 

            beta1(4)*plotFitA1(1,i)^beta1(5); 

    elseif(i<26) 

        plotFitA1(1,i) = plotFitA1(1,i-1)+j; 

        plotFitA1(2,i) = beta1(1)+beta1(2)*plotTS^beta1(3)+ ... 

            beta1(4)*plotFitA1(1,i)^beta1(5); 

    elseif(i==26) 

        plotFitA2(1,(i-25)) = 0.25; 

        plotFitA2(2,(i-25)) = beta1(1)+beta1(2)*plotTS^beta1(3)+ ... 

            beta1(4)*plotFitA2(1,(i-25))^beta1(5); 

    elseif(i>26 && i<51) 

        plotFitA2(1,(i-25)) = plotFitA2(1,(i-25)-1)+j; 

        plotFitA2(2,(i-25)) = beta1(1)+beta1(2)*plotTS^beta1(3)+ ... 

            beta1(4)*plotFitA2(1,(i-25))^beta1(5); 

    elseif(i==51) 

        plotFitA3(1,(i-50)) = 0.5; 
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        plotFitA3(2,(i-50)) = beta1(1)+beta1(2)*plotTS^beta1(3)+ ... 

            beta1(4)*plotFitA3(1,(i-50))^beta1(5); 

    elseif(i>51 && i<76) 

        plotFitA3(1,(i-50)) = plotFitA3(1,(i-50)-1)+j; 

        plotFitA3(2,(i-50)) = beta1(1)+beta1(2)*plotTS^beta1(3)+ ... 

            beta1(4)*plotFitA3(1,(i-50))^beta1(5); 

    elseif(i==76) 

        plotFitA4(1,(i-75)) = 0.75; 

        plotFitA4(2,(i-75)) = beta1(1)+beta1(2)*plotTS^beta1(3)+ ... 

            beta1(4)*plotFitA4(1,(i-75))^beta1(5); 

    else 

        plotFitA4(1,(i-75)) = plotFitA4(1,(i-75)-1)+j; 

        plotFitA4(2,(i-75)) = beta1(1)+beta1(2)*plotTS^beta1(3)+ ... 

            beta1(4)*plotFitA4(1,(i-75))^beta1(5); 

    end 

end 

  

figure('Name','Fit vs. Sa Distribution - Linear Model','OuterPosition',... 

    [scrsz(4)*1/10 scrsz(4)*1/10 scrsz(3)*8/10 scrsz(4)*8/10]) 

scatter(ds1.Sa_St,ds1.MaxVarianceRatio,25,'b','.') 

hold all 

scatter(ds2.Sa_St,ds2.MaxVarianceRatio,25,'r','.') 

scatter(ds3.Sa_St,ds3.MaxVarianceRatio,25,'y','.') 

scatter(ds4.Sa_St,ds4.MaxVarianceRatio,25,'g','.') 

plot(plotFitA1(1,:),plotFitA1(2,:),'-b','LineWidth',2) 

plot(plotFitA2(1,:),plotFitA2(2,:),'-r','LineWidth',2) 

plot(plotFitA3(1,:),plotFitA3(2,:),'-y','LineWidth',2) 

plot(plotFitA4(1,:),plotFitA4(2,:),'-g','LineWidth',2) 

hold off 

title('Variance Ratio vs \Sigma_\gamma ','FontSize',22,'FontWeight','bold'); 

xlabel('\Sigma_\gamma/\Sigma_t','FontSize',16); 

ylabel('Variance Ratio','FontSize',16); 

set(gca, 'GridLineStyle', '-'); 

grid(gca,'minor') 

set(gca,'XLim',[0 1]) 

set(gca,'YLim',[0 18]) 

set(gca,'FontSize',14) 
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Glossary 

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Acronym Definition 

BC Boundary condition 

CI Confidence interval 

CMFD Coarse-mesh finite difference 

DA Dimensional analysis 

DT Decision table testing 

EP/BVA Equivalence partitioning/boundary value analysis 

MC21 Monte Carlo for the 21st Century 

MeV Million electron-volts 

PDF Probability distribution function 

PWR Pressurized water reactor 

RMS Root mean squared 

SC Stochastic collocation 

σt Total microscopic cross section 

σs Microscopic scattering cross section 

σf Microscopic fission cross section 

σγ Microscopic capture cross section 

ν Number of neutrons produced per fission 

Σt Total macroscopic cross section 

Σs Macroscopic scattering cross section 

Σf Macroscopic fission cross section 

Σγ Macroscopic capture cross section 
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 

Term Definition 

Batch A collection of one or more Monte Carlo generations, used to calculate 

eigenvalues, tally results, and associated variances. 

Generation A collection of Monte Carlo particle histories. 

One-speed An analysis that uses a single average value for each cross section, rather 

than having cross sections with energy dependence. 

P-value Measure of the probability that an observed result has nothing to do with 

what is being tested for.  

Particle history The complete Monte Carlo track of a single particle from production to 

absorption, including all intermediate interactions. 

Standard error A measure of the statistical accuracy of an estimate. 

T-statistic A ratio of the departure of an estimated parameter from its notional value 

and its standard error. 

Tally A collection of calculated nuclear data in Monte Carlo, based on 

aggregated results from many particle histories. 
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